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Abstract 34	

Numerical simulations provide a considerable aid in studying past climates. Out of the 35	

various approaches taken in designing numerical climate experiments, transient 36	

simulations have been found to be the most optimal when it comes to comparison 37	

with proxy data. However, multi-millennial or longer simulations using fully coupled 38	

general circulation models are computationally very expensive such that acceleration 39	

techniques are frequently applied. In this study, we compare the results from transient 40	

simulations of the present and the last interglacial with and without acceleration of the 41	

orbital forcing, using the comprehensive coupled climate model CCSM3 (Community 42	

Climate System Model 3). Our study shows that in low-latitude regions, the 43	

simulation of long-term variations in interglacial surface climate is not significantly 44	

affected by the use of the acceleration technique (with an acceleration factor 10) and, 45	

hence, large-scale model-data comparison of surface variables is not hampered.  46	

However, in high-latitude regions where the surface climate has a direct connection to 47	

the deep ocean, e.g. in the Southern Ocean or the Nordic Seas, acceleration-induced 48	

biases in sea-surface temperature evolution may occur with potential influence on the 49	

dynamics of the overlying atmosphere.  50	

 51	

1 Introduction 52	

Earth’s past climate is simulated numerically through either equilibrium simulations 53	

(“time slice experiments”) or through transient simulations with time-dependent 54	

boundary conditions using climate models. In equilibrium simulations, the boundary 55	

conditions are not varied temporally but rather kept fixed under the assumption that 56	

the Earth system is in equilibrium with them (e.g. Braconnot et al., 2007; Lunt et al., 57	

2013; Milker et al., 2013; Rachmayani et al., 2016). Evidently, only limited 58	

information regarding the temporal evolution of the dynamic system is obtained by 59	

the time slice approach. This approach significantly reduces the computational 60	

expenses for the otherwise ‘costly’ multi-millennial or longer transient simulations, 61	

which involve temporally varying boundary conditions.  62	

Another approach to bypass the expensive transient simulations using coupled general 63	

circulation models (CGCMs) is by using Earth System Models of Intermediate 64	

Complexity (EMICs), which describe the dynamics of the atmosphere and/or ocean 65	

with simplified physics. EMICs are simple enough to allow long-term climate 66	

simulations over several thousands of years or even glacial cycles prescribing or 67	
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parameterizing many of the dynamical processes that are explicitly resolved in 68	

CGCMs (Claussen et al., 2002). However, in studies that require more realistic 69	

simulation of physical processes and high spatial resolution the use of comprehensive 70	

CGCMs is inevitable.  71	

When it comes to comparison of the model results with proxy data, transient 72	

simulations give a superior insight compared to time slice experiments, since all of the 73	

available data (time series) can be used, whereas model-data comparison with time-74	

slice experiments makes use of only a small fraction of all available data. This also 75	

implies that transient simulations allow the application of the whole spectrum of 76	

statistical methods for spatio-temporal data analysis for model-data comparison, thus 77	

offering a much stronger assessment of the model performance as well as the data 78	

quality (e.g. Liu et al., 2014; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2014; Voigt et al., 2015). 79	

Transient simulations using comprehensive CGCMs are hugely affected by model 80	

speed restrictions and often ‘acceleration techniques’ are adopted for multi-millennial 81	

(or longer) palaeoclimate simulations (e.g. Lorenz and Lohmann, 2004; Varma et al., 82	

2012; Smith and Gregory 2012; Bakker et al., 2014; Kwiatkowski et al., 2015). 83	

Specifically, acceleration of slowly varying orbital variations has been employed.	84	

Earlier studies have already been conducted to test the undesired effects of 85	

acceleration techniques in the boundary conditions on climate simulations, but have 86	

used EMICs only (Lunt et al., 2006; Timm and Timmermann, 2007). In this study, we 87	

employ a comprehensive CGCM to examine the evolution of basic climate parameters 88	

under temporally varying orbital forcing for the present and last interglacial periods, 89	

using transient simulations with and without acceleration of the external forcing. The 90	

basic assumption for the application of this acceleration technique is that orbital 91	

forcing operates on much longer timescales than those inherent in the atmosphere and 92	

upper ocean layers (Lorenz and Lohmann, 2004). 93	

 94	

2 Methods 95	

Multi-millennial transient simulations were performed using the comprehensive 96	

global CGCM CCSM3 (Community Climate System Model version 3). NCAR’s 97	

(National Center for Atmospheric Research) CCSM3 is a state-of-the-art fully 98	

coupled model, composed of four separate components representing atmosphere, 99	

ocean, land and sea ice (Collins et al., 2006). Here, we employ the low-resolution 100	

version described in detail by Yeager et al. (2006). In this version the resolution of the 101	
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atmospheric component is given by T31 (3.75° transform grid), with 26 layers in the 102	

vertical, while the ocean has a nominal resolution of 3° with refined meridional 103	

resolution (0.9°) around the equator and a vertical resolution of 25 levels. The sea-ice 104	

component shares the same horizontal grid with the ocean model. 105	

The time periods of interest in this study are the present interglacial (PIG) (11.7 – 0 106	

kyr BP, kiloyears before present) and the last interglacial (LIG) (ca. 130 – 115 kyr 107	

BP). On these multi-millennial time-scales, it is the periodic changes in the Earth’s 108	

orbital parameters that cause the modifications of seasonal and latitudinal distribution 109	

of insolation at the top of the atmosphere (Berger, 1978), acting as the prime forcing 110	

of long-term interglacial climate change. 111	

The climatic precession parameter increased during both the PIG and the LIG (from 112	

~127 kyr BP onward; Fig. 1). As a result, there was a weakening of the seasonal 113	

insolation amplitude in the Northern Hemisphere resulting in a decrease in the boreal 114	

summer insolation (Berger, 1978). For the LIG, the variability in climatic precession 115	

was more pronounced compared to the PIG due to a larger orbital eccentricity. Hence, 116	

the effect of orbital forcing on climate is expected to be stronger (Fig. 1b). 117	

Additionally, the obliquity decreased by ~0.5° to 1° over the interglacials resulting in 118	

a decrease of insolation in the summer hemisphere as well as total annual insolation at 119	

southern and northern high latitudes (Loutre et al., 2004). We note that the total 120	

annual insolation at a given latitude does not depend on precession. 121	

Accelerated and non-accelerated transient simulations covering the two interglacials 122	

(9 to 2 kyr BP for the PIG and 130 to 120 kyr BP for the LIG) were carried out under 123	

varying orbital forcing only. The experimental set-ups for the accelerated PIG and 124	

LIG simulations are described in Varma et al. (2012) and Bakker et al. (2013), 125	

respectively. In both simulations, the orbital forcing is accelerated by a factor 10 (the 126	

orbital parameters were changed every 10 model years, but with 100 year forward 127	

time steps). Therefore, climate trends over 7,000 (PIG experiment) and 10,000 years 128	

(LIG experiment) imposed by the external orbitally driven insolation changes, are 129	

represented in the accelerated experiments by only 700 and 1000 simulation years, 130	

respectively.  131	

Throughout all runs pre-industrial aerosol and ozone distributions as well as modern 132	

ice sheet configurations were prescribed. The greenhouse gas concentrations in the 133	

LIG runs take the mean value for the period 130 – 120 kyr BP (i.e. CO2 = 272 ppm, 134	

CH4 = 622 ppb and N2O = 259 ppb; Loulergue et al., 2008, Lüthi et al., 2008, Spahni 135	
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et al., 2005). Throughout the PIG experiments, greenhouse gas concentrations were 136	

kept constant at pre-industrial values (CO2 = 280 ppm, CH4 = 760 ppb and N2O = 270 137	

ppb). 138	

Initialization of the accelerated and the non-accelerated PIG transient simulation was 139	

identical: from a pre-industrial quasi-equilibrium simulation (Merkel et al., 2010), the 140	

model was integrated for 400 years with fixed boundary conditions representing 9 kyr 141	

BP orbital forcing and pre-industrial atmospheric composition. Both transient 142	

simulations started from the final state of this time slice run. The LIG transient 143	

simulations were initialized as follows: the final state of the 9 kyr BP simulation was 144	

used to initialize a 130 kyr BP time slice run. This 130 kyr BP run was integrated for 145	

another 400 years with fixed boundary conditions representing 130 kyr BP orbital 146	

forcing and atmospheric composition as in the transient LIG runs (see above), which 147	

were then started from the final 130 kyr BP state. We note that 400 years of spin-up 148	

were not enough to bring the deep ocean to a perfectly steady state.  149	

Forcing of accelerated and non-accelerated transient runs differs only in the rate of 150	

change of orbital parameters (similar to the accelerated runs, orbital parameters were 151	

updated every 10 integration years also in the non-accelerated simulations). This 152	

approach allows the identification of acceleration effects by direct comparison of the 153	

accelerated and non-accelerated runs. 154	

For the analyses of the model results decadal means (referring to model years) have 155	

been used from all the transient simulations. The main focus of our analysis is on the 156	

basic climate fields surface temperature and precipitation. In addition, we analyze the 157	

evolution of global deep ocean temperature and sea ice in order to elucidate high-158	

latitude features we observe in the sea-surface temperature fields, as well as low-level 159	

(850 hPa) zonal wind in order to assess the potential impact of sea-surface 160	

temperature biases on atmosphere dynamics. 161	

To investigate and visualize spatio-temporal climate variability we employ Hovmöller 162	

diagrams and Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis. The EOFs (or principal 163	

components) were found by computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 164	

covariance matrix of a climatic field (e.g. von Storch and Zwiers, 2004). The derived 165	

eigenvalues provide a measure of the percent variance explained by each mode (the 166	

first or leading mode provides the highest variance in the analyzed field). The time 167	

series of each mode were obtained by projecting the derived eigenvectors onto the 168	

spatially weighted anomalies.  169	
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3 Results 170	

Fig. 2 shows the simulated evolution of annual-mean global ocean temperatures at 171	

depths of 4 m (surface), 437 m and 1884 m for both interglacials. The surface 172	

temperature for the PIG shows considerable differences between the accelerated and 173	

non-accelerated runs, especially during the early-to-mid PIG (Fig. 2a). While there is 174	

a pronounced decreasing trend in surface temperature for the non-accelerated run 175	

during the time period 9 – 7 kyr BP, this is not captured in the accelerated PIG run. 176	

The 437 m temperature evolution for the PIG shows reasonably similar trends in both 177	

accelerated and non-accelerated simulations (Fig. 2c). However, at deeper levels 178	

(1884 m) there is an overall significant difference quantitatively between the 179	

accelerated and non-accelerated PIG runs (Fig. 2e). While there is a drop of ~0.4°C in 180	

the deep-ocean temperature in the non-accelerated simulation during the early PIG, 181	

the accelerated run is underestimating this decreasing trend and shows a strongly 182	

delayed and much more stable response.  183	

For the LIG, the temperatures at the surface and at 437 m depths show overall similar 184	

responses in both accelerated and non-accelerated runs, though there are some 185	

differences during the late LIG (Figs. 2b and 2d). However, like in the PIG, the 186	

response of 1884 m temperature is quite contrasting in the LIG as well (Fig. 2f). The 187	

deep-ocean temperature is showing a decreasing trend during the early-to-mid LIG 188	

and then an increasing trend for the mid-to-late LIG in the non-accelerated run (Fig. 189	

2f). Not only is this trend variability missing in the accelerated run, also the general 190	

temperature evolution during the LIG is quantitatively underestimated. While the 191	

change in 1884 m temperature during the LIG is ~0.3°C in the non-accelerated 192	

simulation, it is just about 0.06°C in the accelerated run (Fig. 2f). 193	

Fig. 3 represents the evolution of zonally averaged surface temperature for both 194	

interglacials. For the PIG, in response to orbital forcing, it is the high latitudes that 195	

show a robust cooling response, in both accelerated and non-accelerated simulations 196	

(Figs. 3a, b). It also shows a warming of the tropics during the mid-to-late PIG in both 197	

the simulations. The anomaly between simulations with and without orbital 198	

acceleration (Fig. 3c) clearly shows that there are evident disparities in the high 199	

latitudes especially during the early-to-mid PIG, when the southern high-latitude 200	

cooling in the accelerated simulation lags (and underestimates) the cooling in the non-201	

accelerated run. For the LIG, the northern high latitudes tend to show a slight 202	

warming between ~130 – 125 kyr BP and then an intense cooling trend afterwards in 203	
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both non-accelerated and accelerated simulations (Fig. 3d,e). The southern high 204	

latitudes show a cooling trend during the early LIG in the non-accelerated run, 205	

followed by a warming trend during the late LIG. By contrast, a steady cooling trend 206	

in the southern high latitudes is simulated in the accelerated run. The low latitudes 207	

show strongest warming from mid-to-late LIG in both the simulations.  208	

Fig. 4 displays the evolution of zonally averaged zonal wind at 850 hPa for both 209	

interglacials. A pronounced strengthening of the zonal wind circulation in the 210	

southern high mid-latitudes (ca. 50-60°S) is simulated in the non-accelerated PIG run 211	

(Fig. 4a). There is a similar trend observed in the accelerated simulation as well but 212	

less intense and delayed in time compared to its non-accelerated counterpart (Fig. 4b). 213	

This wind intensification at the southern flank of the Southern Westerly Wind (SWW) 214	

belt is accompanied by a decrease of zonal wind speed at the northern flank of the 215	

SWW region (ca. 30-40°S), which can be depicted as a general poleward shift of the 216	

SWW during the PIG under orbital forcing as described in an earlier study (Varma et 217	

al., 2012). Similarly, during the LIG a poleward shift of the SWW under orbital 218	

forcing is observed in both non-accelerated and accelerated simulations as well, albeit 219	

more robust compared to the PIG response (Fig. 4d,e). Meanwhile, the Northern 220	

Hemisphere westerly winds appear to shift northward (weakening of the winds around 221	

30°N and strengthening around 50-60°N), the northeast trade winds (south of ca. 222	

20°N in the Northern Hemisphere) become stronger and the southeast trade winds 223	

(north of ca. 20°S) weaker during all the interglacial simulations. The changing trade 224	

winds indicate a southward shift of the global mean intertropical convergence zone 225	

throughout the PIG and the LIG (cf. Schneider et al., 2014). 226	

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of global surface temperature during the PIG, for both non-227	

accelerated and accelerated runs decomposed into EOFs. The first EOF shows a 228	

general cooling trend of the high latitudes in both hemispheres in both non-229	

accelerated and accelerated simulations. The cooling is more pronounced in the 230	

northern high latitudes in response to the changes in insolation. Maximum cooling is 231	

observed around Baffin Bay extending up to the Labrador Sea in both the simulations 232	

(Figs. 5a,e). Sea-ice effects play a role here in amplifying the climatic response to the 233	

orbital forcing, as evident from the first EOF of sea ice concentration (Fig. 6). 234	

Another feature observed in both simulations is the general warming trend in the 235	

tropics, especially over the Sahel and Indian regions, which is mainly attributed to 236	

climate feedbacks associated with orbital-induced weakening of the monsoons (e.g. 237	
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Bakker et al., 2013). The second EOF shows strong variability in the Nordic Seas, 238	

associated with shifts in the sea-ice margin in both non-accelerated and accelerated 239	

simulations (Fig. 5c,g; Fig. 6c,g). 240	

Even though the general spatial patterns of the two leading EOFs are similar between 241	

the accelerated and the non-accelerated simulation, some differences in the EOF maps 242	

are evident especially in the northern North Atlantic and Nordic Seas as well as in the 243	

Southern Ocean. Moreover, the first principal component exhibits a rather linear trend 244	

throughout the Holocene in the accelerated simulation (Fig. 5f), whereas an increased 245	

rate of change can be observed during the early Holocene in the first principal 246	

component of the non-accelerated run (Fig. 5b).  247	

The spatio-temporal evolution of global surface temperature during the LIG is 248	

represented in Fig. 7 by means of the two leading EOFs. The observed high latitude 249	

cooling in the Northern Hemisphere is more pronounced in the LIG compared to the 250	

PIG in line with larger insolation changes. Similar is the case with the tropics where 251	

the warming is more pronounced compared to the PIG. These patterns are very similar 252	

in the first EOFs of both non-accelerated and accelerated simulations (Fig. 7a,e). The 253	

second EOFs reflect strong variability in the northern North Atlantic. As for PIG, sea 254	

ice variations are closely related to high-latitude surface temperature variability (Fig. 255	

8). In general, both non-accelerated and accelerated simulations share similar 256	

response patterns in the second EOF (Fig. 7c,g). However, both leading EOFs reveal 257	

pronounced differences between non-accelerated and accelerated runs in the Southern 258	

Ocean sector, similar to what has been found for the PIG simulations. 259	

Fig. 9 shows the leading two EOFs for global precipitation during the PIG for both 260	

non-accelerated and accelerated simulations. The first EOF of both simulations 261	

reveals a general weakening of the North African and Indian monsoon systems along 262	

with a strengthening of Southern Hemisphere monsoons (Fig. 9a,e). The second EOF 263	

does not contain a long-term (orbitally driven) trend, but rather shows a pattern of 264	

(multi-)decadal tropical precipitation variability. This EOF is not significantly 265	

affected by the acceleration either. 266	

Fig. 10 depicts the evolution of global precipitation during the LIG in both non-267	

accelerated and accelerated simulations. Similar to the PIG, there is a decreasing trend 268	

in North African and Indian monsoonal rainfall along with increasing precipitation 269	

over South America, Southern Africa and Australia (Fig. 10a,e), albeit more 270	

pronounced than during the PIG. The second EOF contains a long-term (orbitally 271	
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forced) signal, but explains only ca. 8% of the total variance in both the accelerated 272	

and the non-accelerated run. Again, orbital acceleration hardly affects the 273	

precipitation EOFs. 274	

Fig. 11 displays the temporal evolution of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning 275	

Circulation (AMOC) during both interglacials. During the PIG, the AMOC generally 276	

shows a decreasing trend, whereas an increasing trend is simulated for the LIG. The 277	

long-term LIG AMOC trend is hardly affected by the acceleration. Overall, the 278	

AMOC shows relatively small changes in all experiments. Therefore, shifts in rainfall 279	

in tropical/monsoonal regions and global surface temperature patterns are (to first 280	

order) free from internal AMOC-related changes. 281	

 282	

4 Discussion 283	

Our analysis of time series and EOF patterns has shown that the interglacial evolution 284	

of simulated surface climate variables (temperature, precipitation, wind) is hardly 285	

affected by the application of an orbital acceleration factor 10 in low latitudes, 286	

whereas noticeable differences may arise in extratropical regions. The regional biases 287	

resulted in acceleration-induced global mean sea-surface temperature biases of about 288	

0.05-0.1°C during the early-to-mid PIG and the late LIG in our simulations (Fig. 2). 289	

To further specify the regions were acceleration-induced biases are greatest we 290	

calculated global maps of root-mean-square differences between the accelerated and 291	

the non-accelerated runs over the low-pass filtered surface temperature time series for 292	

the PIG and the LIG (Fig. 12). For the PIG, the largest acceleration-induced biases are 293	

found in the Southern Ocean and the Nordic Seas, i.e. regions where the surface 294	

climate has a direct connection to the deep ocean (upwelling of deep water in the 295	

Southern Ocean, deep convection regions in the northern and southern high latitudes). 296	

Acceleration-induced biases in these high-latitude regions are further amplified by 297	

sea-ice feedbacks (cf. Timmermann et al., 2014). A qualitatively similar result is 298	

found for the LIG (Fig. 12b), however, the Northern Hemisphere maximum has 299	

shifted to the northern North Atlantic. This is because deep convection disappears 300	

from the Nordic Seas in the LIG simulations associated with excessive sea ice. 301	

Instead, deep convection and hence deep-water formation mostly takes place south of 302	

the Denmark Strait in both the accelerated and the non-accelerated LIG runs (not 303	

shown). In general, root-mean-square deviations are larger during the PIG than during 304	

the LIG; in other words, PIG climate simulations appear more susceptible to 305	
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acceleration-induced biases than LIG simulations. We hypothesize that the stronger 306	

orbital forcing during the LIG compared to the PIG (Fig. 1) puts a stronger constraint 307	

on the evolution of surface temperature such that biases associated with heat exchange 308	

with the deep ocean have a weaker impact. The stronger insolation forcing of the LIG 309	

compared to the PIG is also evident in the temporal evolution of global precipitation 310	

patterns as derived from the EOF analysis: About 65% of the precipitation variance 311	

during the LIG is related to orbital forcing (and spreading over the leading two 312	

EOFs), whereas only ca. 31% of the precipitation variance is associated with orbital 313	

forcing during the PIG (and only contained in the first EOF). We note that orbital 314	

variations do not show up in higher modes either.  315	

In accelerated simulations, temperature changes in the slowly adjusting deep ocean 316	

with its huge heat reservoir are damped and delayed relative to their non-accelerated 317	

counterparts. This global-scale delayed response affects sea-surface temperatures at 318	

high latitudes. A deep-ocean cooling trend in the non-accelerated PIG run is not 319	

equally simulated in the accelerated run (Fig. 2e). As a result, the deep ocean has a 320	

warm bias throughout the Holocene in the accelerated simulation, which has a 321	

counterpart at the surface in high latitudes (Figs. 2a and 3c). Similarly, a cold deep-322	

ocean bias during the late LIG in the accelerated run (Fig. 2f) has a surface 323	

counterpart at high southern latitudes (Figs. 2b, 3f). Previous studies conducted to test 324	

the effects of acceleration techniques in the boundary conditions on climate 325	

simulations using EMICs came to similar conclusions regarding sea-surface 326	

temperature biases at high latitudes (Lunt et al., 2006; Timm and Timmermann, 327	

2007). In these regions, inappropriate deep-ocean initial conditions may severely 328	

compromise accelerated runs, strongly determining the climate trajectories. This 329	

becomes evident from the fact that the deep ocean has an adjustment timescale in the 330	

order of 1000 years or longer, which implies that the entire accelerated integration of 331	

an interglacial (using an acceleration factor 10) is influenced by the initialization. In 332	

particular, we suggest that a considerable portion of the long-term deep-ocean 333	

cooling/warming trend in the accelerated PIG/LIG run (Fig. 2e,f) may be related to an 334	

adjustment to an imbalance between the initial state and the applied boundary 335	

conditions at the beginning of the transient simulation.  336	

Biased sea-surface temperatures may affect the dynamics of the overlying 337	

atmosphere. In our simulations, such an effect was particularly pronounced in the PIG 338	

runs for the SWW, which are influenced by Southern Ocean temperatures, but also for 339	
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the Northern Hemisphere westerly wind belt. In low latitudes, where the ocean is well 340	

stratified and does not exchange with the deep ocean, the effect of orbital acceleration 341	

on surface winds and (monsoonal) rainfall is negligible (cf. Govin et al., 2014). 342	

Our transient interglacial simulations were forced by changes in orbital parameters 343	

and associated insolation only. Other forcing factors, in particular atmospheric 344	

greenhouse gas concentrations were kept constant. However, there is no reason to 345	

assume that acceleration would affect the simulated climate response to slowly 346	

varying greenhouse gas (longwave) radiative forcing in a much different way than 347	

varying orbital (shortwave) radiative forcing. Hence, our conclusions for the 348	

acceleration of orbital forcing should also hold true for greenhouse gas forcing.  349	

Acceleration techniques have been invented for the study of long-term (e.g. orbitally 350	

driven) climate variations. It is needless to mention that centennial-to-millennial scale 351	

variability cannot be studied in our accelerated PIG and LIG runs, which were only 352	

integrated for 700 and 1000 model years, respectively. By contrast, interannual-to-353	

decadal variability can, in principle, be studied in the accelerated runs. For this 354	

purpose, the modelled time series should be analyzed on the model time-axis. For 355	

example, if one would like to examine interannual variability during the mid-356	

Holocene (say, 7-6 kyr BP), a 10-times accelerated PIG run provides a 100-year time 357	

series to analyze high-frequency climate variations. The next 100 years of model 358	

output could be used to study the interannual variability for 6-5 kyr BP, and so on. In 359	

so doing, the temporal evolution of interannual variability through the Holocene could 360	

be evaluated by means of an accelerated simulation. 361	

In summary, it can be stated that results from accelerated interglacial CGCM 362	

simulations are meaningful when low-latitude climate is considered. In these regions, 363	

the acceleration technique does neither hamper model intercomparison nor model-364	

data comparison studies such as, e.g., Bakker et al. (2013, 2014) and Kwiatkowski et 365	

al. (2015), in which accelerated simulations have been employed. In high latitudes, 366	

however, the use of acceleration techniques can substantially affect the surface 367	

temperature such that acceleration should be avoided in studies of extratropical 368	

climate change. 369	

 370	

5 Conclusions 371	

Transient simulations from a fully coupled comprehensive climate model have been 372	

analysed to study the effects of orbital acceleration on the present and last interglacial 373	
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climates. To this end, simulations were carried out both with and without orbital 374	

acceleration. Comparison of the results from these simulations shows that in low 375	

latitudes the simulation of long-term variations in interglacial surface climate is not 376	

significantly affected by the use of the acceleration technique (with an acceleration 377	

factor 10) and hence model-data comparison of surface variables is therefore not 378	

hampered. However, due to the long adjustment time of the deep ocean with its huge 379	

heat reservoir, major repercussions of the orbital forcing are obvious below the 380	

thermocline. As a result, acceleration-induced biases in sea-surface temperature 381	

evolution arise in high-latitude regions where the surface climate has a direct 382	

connection to the deep ocean (upwelling of deep water in the Southern Ocean, deep 383	

convection regions at high latitudes). Sea-ice feedbacks amplify the temperature 384	

biases. In these regions, the climate trajectory can be crucially determined by the 385	

deep-ocean initialization of the accelerated transient simulation. It was further found 386	

that the temporal evolution of the southern and northern westerlies could be affected 387	

by sea-surface temperature biases. As such, the acceleration technique may 388	

compromise transient climate simulations over large regions in the extratropics, such 389	

that special care has to be taken or acceleration should be avoided. 390	

 391	
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Figure captions 543	

	544	
Fig. 1 Orbital parameters in the transient experiments for the PIG (a, c) and the LIG 545	

(b, d) (Berger, 1978). 546	
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	563	
	564	
Fig. 2 Evolution of global mean potential ocean temperature at various depths for the 565	

PIG (a, c, e) and the LIG (b, d, f). Blue lines represent the non-accelerated simulations 566	

and red lines represent the accelerated simulations. All plots were created using the 567	

decadal mean values (referring to model years). In addition, a 10-point running 568	

average was applied to the decadal mean values of the non-accelerated simulations. 569	

Time series of the accelerated runs were mapped onto orbital time-axes, such that 10 570	

model years represent 100 orbital years, and hence appear stretched in time. 571	
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	576	
	577	
Figure 3. Evolution of zonally averaged surface temperature anomalies (including 578	

ocean and land) during interglacials for both non-accelerated (a, d) and accelerated (b, 579	

e) simulations. Shown are anomalies relative to 9 kyr BP (PIG) and 130 kyr BP 580	

(LIG). Differences in the temperature evolution between accelerated and non-581	

accelerated simulations are also displayed (c, f). All plots were created using the 582	

decadal mean values (referring to model years). In addition, a 10-point running 583	

average was applied to the decadal mean values of the non-accelerated simulations. 584	

 585	
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	586	
	587	
Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for 850 hPa zonal wind.  588	

 589	
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	590	
	591	
Figure 5. Leading two EOFs of annual-mean surface temperature calculated from the 592	

non-accelerated (a-d) and accelerated (e-h) PIG simulations. Explained variances of 593	
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each EOF are specified in the principal component (time series) plots (b, d, f, h). All 594	

EOF analyses were performed on serial decadal mean values (referring to model 595	

years) from the transient simulations. Principal components are standardized and the 596	

EOF maps (a, c, e, g) were obtained by regressing the surface temperature data onto 597	

the corresponding standardized principal component time series.  598	
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	602	
	603	
Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for PIG sea-ice concentration. 604	
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	607	
Figure 7. Same as Fig. 5 but for LIG surface temperature. 608	

 609	
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	610	
Figure 8. Same as Fig. 5 but for LIG sea-ice concentration. 611	
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	617	
Figure 9. Same as Fig. 5 but for PIG precipitation. 618	
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	619	
 620	

 621	

Figure 10. Same as Fig. 5 but for LIG precipitation.  622	

 623	
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	624	
Figure 11. Temporal evolution of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation 625	

(given as the maximum of the North Atlantic overturning streamfunction) during both 626	

the interglacials for both non-accelerated (blue) and accelerated (red) simulations. All 627	

plots were created using the decadal mean values (referring to model years). In 628	

addition, a 10-point running average was applied to the decadal mean values of the 629	

non-accelerated simulations.  630	

 631	
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	632	
 633	

Fig. 12. Root-mean-square difference between accelerated and non-accelerated 634	

simulations for surface temperature (TS). All plots were created using the decadal 635	

mean values (referring to model years). 10-year bins are used for the non-accelerated 636	

run to have the same number of data points on the time axis as in the accelerated 637	

simulation. An additional 1000 orbital year filter has been applied to both accelerated 638	

and non-accelerated time series to remove noise. Due to these low-pass filtering only 639	
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the long-term (orbital-forced) trend variability is considered by the root-mean-square 640	

deviations. 641	
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